Manufacturer: Berry Plastics Corporation
Model: T02CR & L02S, T16CR(B) & L16CR
ASTM Type: IIIG

Description:

This package consists of a plastic open-head pail and a one-piece plastic snap-on lid (Figure 1).
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The top of the open-head pail has two concentric circles with a groove between them (Figure 2). The plastic snap-on lid fits into the groove between the two concentric circles (Figure 3). The package is opened by using a device to pry the lid out of the container groove and lifting it off of the pail. There are various models of this package dependent on the size. The smallest model has no instructions on the lid (lid on right in Figure 4), but the larger model has instructions on the lid (lid on left in Figure 4).
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The manufacturer’s instructions on the pail lid are (Figure 5):

TO OPEN:
INSERT QUARTER IN OUTSIDE GROOVE. PRY LID UP CONTINUOUSLY AROUND CONTAINER, UNTIL LID CAN BE PULLED OFF.

TO CLOSE:
PLACE LID ON CONTAINER. PRESS OUTER EDGE FIRMLY AROUND CONTAINER UNTIL LID LOCKS INTO PLACE.